GROMACS - Bug #3251
Deprecations not tracked
12/19/2019 11:53 AM - Eric Irrgang

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee:
Category: documentation
Target version: 2020
Affected version -
extra info:
Affected version: 2019

Difficulty: uncategorized

Description
The deprecations announced in the release notes do not have associated tracked issues. Without issue tracking, there is not a central mechanism to coordinate discussion or clarify the roadmap for removal or replacement of deprecated features, or to understand task dependencies associated with the feature removal.

Tracked issues would also provide useful hyperlink targets for deprecated or removed functionality in the release notes, in the same manner as bug fixes.

Associated revisions
Revision 0a24ff2f - 12/19/2019 12:10 PM - Eric Irrgang
Add issue tracking for deprecations.
Provide links in release notes to issue tracking for announced deprecations.
Fixes #3251
Change-id: l246651f8cb868eb1deecac86c2a7d6f0ec81b3f1

History
#1 - 12/19/2019 12:12 PM - Eric Irrgang
- Private changed from Yes to No

#2 - 12/19/2019 12:15 PM - Eric Irrgang
- Status changed from New to Fix uploaded

#3 - 12/19/2019 04:45 PM - Eric Irrgang
- Status changed from Fix uploaded to Resolved

Applied in changeset 0a24ff2fa9bb7b0930867034d5b4e7fb86afe98f.

#4 - 12/19/2019 07:36 PM - Eric Irrgang
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed